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I, Roberto Oyarzun, am the Vice President of Engineering at Americatel Corporation. I have 
more than twenty-eight years experience in the telecommunications industry, including my ten 
years with Americatel. Before Americatel, I was employed by ENTEL-Chile, Chile’s largest long 
distance carrier, in the capacity of Vice President of the Southern Chile Region. 

I am responsible for the technical operations of Americatel. Americatel Corporation owns and 
operates an international telecommunications switch located at 60 Hudson Street, New York, 
New York. The 60 Hudson Street facility is well-known in the telecommunications industry as it 
is dedicated to the housing of telecommunications systems for many major US.  and International 
carriers. At its switch, Americatel maintains fiber optic voice and IP interconnections with 
domestic and international carriers through which Americatel transports its domestic and 
international traffic. Americatel’s platform includes an opticalielectric multiplexor system to 
maintain interconnections in the following capacities: Tl/El/DS-3/0C-3/STM-l. Americatel 
also maintains a router platform to provide readily available Internet access. Americatel 
maintains redundant Internet platforms in New York and Miami providing Internet access 
throughout a wide territory with guaranteed access for Americatel’s own voice over IP traffic 
(VoP), as well as the traffic of Americatel’s corporate clients. 

Additionally, Americatel operates a satellite teleport on Band C in Miami which is 
interconnected with its switch in New York by means of land-based fiber optic circuits. This 
teleport serves as Americatel’s international gateway to Latin America and Europe for voice and 
data traffic as well as Internet access. The teleport includes two antennas approved by 
INTELSAT (a Standard A and a Standard B antenna) and a satellite hub equipped with redundant 
electronic components that include High Power Amplifiers, Low Noise Amplifiers and fkcuency 
converters and modems IBSIIDRITCM-IDR, among others. This teleport provides direct satellite 
access to more than 25 countries throughout Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Americatel’s switch and teleport are interconnected to the major undersea cable and fiber optic 
systems including but not limited to the LANautilus, Maya I, Americas II and Columbus III 
systems. Americatel also operates a POP at the undersea cable station OJUS operated by ATT in 
Hollywood, FL which is interconnected with the various undersea cable and fiber optic networks. 


